Adorable Old Book Hedgehog Craft

This step by step tutorial is a perfect paper craft that is fast and easy. Make an adorable old book paper hedgehog craft with just a few supplies as an ideal baby room decoration!

Materials

- Old book
- Googly eyes
- Black pom pom

Tools

- Scissors
- Craft glue

Instructions

1. Remove the cover from an old book and tear 5 pages out then set them aside;
2. On the first page of the book, fold down the top of the page at an angle inward;
3. Now fold the rest of the page over vertically to reach the edge of the book;
4. Fold a small corner of the bottom over to make a sharp edge;
5. Continue this process until the entire book has been folded;
6. Now, fold and cut those loose pages in half;
7. Stack the loose pages together, then cut spike shapes on the top side of the pages;
8. Glue these loose pages spike side up every 4-5 pages on the hedgehog;
9. Glue googly eyes and a pom pom nose to the longer pointy end of the folded book;
10. Trace and cut out leaf shapes from the colored paper;
11. Cut the edges so they are jagged like a real leaf;
12. Unfold and use a marker to draw lines on them if desired;
13. Glue the leaves to the bottom of the hedgehog;
14. Now you can display as a centerpiece or in a child's room.

Notes

Add different colored paper additions for more personality on your paper hedgehog.